Advanced search
in 4 steps
Access Advanced Search
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Through the proquest platform top menu:
Expand your search: search for synonyms
Using the Boolean Operator – OR

vehicle OR automobile
cloning OR genetics OR reproduction
Search for compound terms or exact phrases
putting the terms in quotes (““)

“Public health” - “social media”

Retrieve term variations
using the truncation character (*)
leader* returns leader, leaders, leadership

Use Proximity Operators
PRE: finds terms with x number of words
between them, in the order they are entered in
the search.
fiber PRE/2 glass
NEAR: finds terms with x number of words
between them, regardless of the order in which
they occur.
television NEAR/5 violence
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Select where to search/limit search
Enter the search terms in the form

Select specific fields where the term will be
searched for: Subject, Abstract, Author, etc
Available in the Advanced Search page are also
options for further advance refinement, limiters such
as Date, Source and Document Type and more

Use the field options in the drop down menu

Tip!
Use the look up link displayed when
selecting fields such as: Author, Subject,
Publication title, Company/Organization and
others, to verify the format of the terms.

Fields and refinement options
vary according to the database.
Order of execution of the operators:

PRE> NEAR> AND> OR> NOT
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Select where to search

Going further: using the Thesaurus
Thesaurus: alpha/hierarchical searchable list of all the
controlled terms (subjects) of the database.
Select the Thesaurus

Select the term in the Thesaurus and add it to the search
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Work with results and documents
Visite aka.ms/WordHelp

Essas experiências estão disponíveis no Word 2016
para área de trabalho e no Word no Office 365.

You can select the documents
(check the box next to each item) to:
Quote: Generate references
Send them via e-mail
Print the list of results
Save them in various formats, export
them to Reference Managers and more

The Save Search/Alert
option allows you to:
Create and alert

Filters used are displayed at
the top of the column.

Save the search
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